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XYLYX BIO AND CELL&SOFT ANNOUNCE POSITIVE INITIAL
RESULTS FOLLOWING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
TO DEVELOP NEXT-GENERATION IN VITRO PLATFORMS
TO ACCELERATE CANCER DRUG DISCOVERY
New York, USA - Grenoble, France, February 2nd 2021 | New York-based Xylyx Bio, a leader in predictive
disease models and tissue-specific extracellular matrix (ECM) products, and Cell&Soft SAS, a French biotech
company specializing in innovative soft cell culture plates, today announced positive preliminary results,
reaching a key milestone in their partnership to develop more physiologically relevant in vitro cellular models
for cell-based assays in oncology.
Existing in vitro models lack physiological relevance, yielding misleading and non-translatable results that
slow essential progress needed to develop effective drugs capable of preventing thousands of cancer deaths
each year. The collaboration initially focuses on the development of products for lung adenocarcinoma. The
promising early results indicated that the combination of Xylyx Bio lung-specific ECM surface coatings and
Cell&Soft soft cell culture plates are compatible technologies and that lung tumor cells are highly functional
in this environment. The resulting lung-specific soft cell culture products will enable scientists to develop
more physiologically relevant pre-clinical tumor models to substantially improve the identification and selection of effective lung cancer therapies.
Camille Migdal, Ph.D., President and Co-Founder of Cell&Soft, said, “We are excited about combining our soft
cell culture plates mimicking lung rigidity with Xylyx Bio lung-specific extracellular matrix. It opens a way
towards innovative and relevant products for pulmonary in vitro cell culture.”
Andrea Nye, President & CEO of Xylyx Bio, explained, “Collaborative relationships with innovative companies
like Cell&Soft support the creation of improved tools that enable researchers to better model disease biology
and increase predictability of drug efficacy, helping shift the overall paradigm from entrenched, non-predictive in vitro models to more accurate and actionable drug discovery.”
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ABOUT XYLYX BIO

Xylyx Bio is a global leader in tissue-specific ECM substrates and specialized contract R&D services that
enable insight into disease biology and the efficacy of drug candidates.

ABOUT CELL&SOFT

Cell&Soft specializes in the development of soft or rigidity-textured cell culture plates made up of synthetic
hydrogels reproducing the flexibility of human and animal tissues. For the first time, physiological stiffness
supports combine unprecedented control of mechanical properties at the micrometric scale with independent
control of surface chemistry.
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